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[1] A novel version of the classical surface pressure tendency equation (PTE) is applied to ERA-Interim reanalysis data to quantitatively assess the contribution of diabatic processes to the deepening of extratropical cyclones relative to effects of temperature advection and vertical motions. The five cyclone cases selected, Lothar and Martin in December 1999, Kyrill in January 2007, Klaus in January 2009, and Xynthia in February 2010, all showed explosive deepening and brought considerable damage to parts of Europe. For Xynthia, Klaus and Lothar diabatic processes contribute more to the observed surface pressure fall than horizontal temperature advection during their respective explosive deepening phases, while Kyrill and Martin appear to be more baroclinically driven storms. The powerful new diagnostic tool presented here can easily be applied to large numbers of cyclones and will help to better understand the role of diabatic processes in future changes in extratropical storminess. Citation: Fink, A. H., S. Pohle, J. G. Pinto, and P. Knippertz (2012), Diagnosing the influence of diabatic processes on the explosive deepening of extratropical cyclones, Geophys. Res. Lett., 39, L07803, doi:10.1029/2012GL051025.

1. Introduction

[2] Intense cyclones, associated with strong winds and sometimes extreme precipitation, are typical of the mid-latitude winter climate. Recent European wind storms like “Kyrill” in January 2007 [Fink et al., 2009] and “Klaus” in January 2009 [Liberato et al., 2011] led to a large number of fatalities and insured losses of several billion € [Aon-Benfield, 2010], as well as to a significant disruption of social activities, public transportation, and energy supply. Large-scale environmental conditions conducive to their development include an unusually strong baroclinic zone associated with an intense jet stream over an extensive longitudinal sector of the North Atlantic [Pinto et al., 2009]. This is particularly true for extreme cyclones, which typically originate off the east coast of North America and propagate towards northern Europe, while secondary developments over the south-eastern North Atlantic are often more “low-level” forced [Dacre and Gray, 2009]. The latter suggests a more important contribution from latent heating to rapid cyclogenesis in line with ideas of so called diabatic Rossby waves or vortices [Parker and Thorpe, 1995; Wernli et al., 2002, Moore and Montgomery, 2005]. In fact, latent heat release and moisture advection from the subtopics apparently played a significant role in the development of storm Klaus in January 2009 [Knippertz and Wernli, 2010; Liberato et al., 2011]. Ulbrich et al. [2001] and Pinto et al. [2009] have shown that strong extratropical cyclones over the Atlantic Ocean are often flanked at their equatorward side with extreme values of the equivalent potential temperature, $\theta_e$, at 850 hPa. This has commonly been interpreted as an indicator of important contributions from latent heat release to cyclone intensification.

[3] The quantification of the relative roles of dry baroclinic vs. moist diabatic processes on the development of the most destructive cyclones is a long standing issue [Chang et al., 1984; Sanders, 1986; Wernli et al., 2002]. While sensitivity studies using numerical weather prediction (NWP) models can give helpful indications for single cases, a diagnostic framework is needed that can be applied to a wide range of observational and modeling data in various spatial and temporal resolutions. We propose here a novel approach that is based on a careful evaluation of a modified version of the classical pressure tendency equation (PTE) and apply it to five recent strong and destructive European winter storms.

2. Data and Cyclone Tracking

[4] This study is based on ERA Interim Reanalysis data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts [Dee et al., 2011]. Atmospheric fields were extracted in full temporal (6-hourly) and spatial resolutions (T255; corresponding to a 0.75° grid spacing). Data from the 60 model levels were interpolated onto pressure levels with a vertical spacing of 10 hPa. A standard cyclone detection and tracking scheme based upon the Laplacian of mean sea-level pressure [Pinto et al., 2005] was employed to determine the 6-hourly positions of the surface cyclones.

[5] The diagnostic approach is largely based on the PTE as formulated by Knippertz and Fink [2008], and Knippertz et al. [2009], which considers a vertical column from the surface to an upper boundary at pressure $p_2$, here chosen to be 100 hPa (see auxiliary material for more details).\textsuperscript{1}

\[
\frac{\partial \phi_{\text{sfc}}}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial \phi_{\text{p2}}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( \mathbf{V} \right) + \frac{\mathbf{g}}{C_0} \nabla T_v + \frac{\mathbf{g}}{C_0} \nabla E - \mathbf{D} \mathbf{F}
\]

(1)

where $\phi_{\text{sfc}}$ is surface pressure, $\phi_{\text{p2}}$ is surface air density, $\phi_{\text{p2}}$ is geopotential at $p_2$, $R_d$ is the gas constant for dry air, $T_v$ the virtual temperature, and $g$ the gravitational acceleration. From left to right the terms denote the surface pressure tendency
areas, like in the core region of extratropical storms, the latent phase changes of water, diffusion, and dissipation. In cloudy such as radiative warming/cooling, latent heat release due to tendency. DIAB contains the influence of diabatic processes on the column-integrated temperature tendency E; EP), and a residuum due to discretization (RESPTE).

The ITT term in equation (1) can then be further expanded to (see auxiliary material):

$$\text{ITT} = \rho_{D2} R_d \int_{\theta_{D2}}^{\theta_{D1}} - \vec{v} \cdot \nabla \rho T d\ln p$$

$$+ \rho_{D2} R_d \int_{\theta_{D2}}^{\theta_{D1}} \left( \frac{R_d T}{c_p} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial p} \right) \omega d\ln p$$

$$+ \rho_{D2} R_d \int_{\theta_{D2}}^{\theta_{D1}} \frac{T_Q}{c_p} T d\ln p$$

$$+ \text{RES}_{\text{ITT}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where T is temperature, $\vec{v}$ and $\omega$ the horizontal and vertical wind components, $c_p$ the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, and Q the diabatic heating rate. The first and second terms on the right hand side describe the effects of horizontal temperature advection (TADV) and vertical motions (VMT) on the column-integrated temperature tendency. DIAB contains the influence of diabatic processes such as radiative warming/cooling, latent heat release due to phase changes of water, diffusion, and dissipation. In cloudy areas, like in the core region of extratropical storms, the latent heat release related to microphysical cloud and convective processes is the most important contribution to DIAB, resulting in an atmospheric warming and pressure fall. The term $\text{RES}_{\text{ITT}}$ represents errors due to discretizations in time and space. The ITT term also includes a small term arising from changes in the humidity content in the column, which is neglected here for reasons explained in the auxiliary material.

The application of equations (1) and (2) using 6-hourly ERA-Interim data is illustrated in Figure 1. The $p_{\text{sfc}}$ change between $t_{\text{ref}}$ and $t_0$ is evaluated over a 3° × 3° latitude-longitude box centered on the position of the surface cyclone at $t_0$. All other terms in equations (1) and (2) with time tendencies ($\text{Dp}$, $\text{Df}$, and ITT) are also calculated for this box as area- or volume-averaged changes between $t_0$ and $t_{\text{ref}}$.

The two instantaneous terms (TADV, VMT) are computed by integration over the box volume and then averaging over $t_{\text{ref}}$ and $t_0$ (Figure 1). This averaging procedure yielded the smallest residua in equation (2) for an application to the West African heat low using AMMA re-analysis data, for which diabatic tendencies are available [Pohle, 2010]. The box is moved along the storm track during the lifetime of the cyclone to create a time series.

Since ERA-Interim does not provide any diabatic tendencies, DIAB had to be calculated as the residuum of equation (2) and is therefore termed DIABRES. While clearly a limitation of this approach, tests using explicit heating rates show that DIAB and DIABRES are usually rather similar, though DIABRES also contains contributions from $\text{RES}_{\text{ITT}}$ (see auxiliary material and Pohle [2010]). Further tests varying the upper integration boundary $p_2$ and the size of the box show that the method is robust (see auxiliary material). Finally, the relative contribution of DIABRES to the total pressure tendency, $\text{DIAB}_{\text{ptend}}$, is defined by
3. Selection of Storms

[9] The five European winter storms selected to test our methodology are Lothar, Martin (both in December 1999), Kyrill I and II (January 2007), note that Kyrill underwent secondary cyclogenesis over the Atlantic Ocean and thus consists of two cyclone life cycles [Fink et al., 2009], Klaus (January 2009), and Xynthia (February 2010). All underwent explosive cyclogenesis over the North Atlantic Ocean (see auxiliary material) and brought considerable damage to western and central Europe [Ulbrich et al., 2001; Fink et al., 2009; Liberato et al., 2011]. The west-east evolutions of the core mean-sea level pressure as the storms cross the Atlantic Ocean are shown in Figure 2 together with track maps of the storms. All storms (Figures 2a, 2d, 2g, and 2j) except Xynthia (Figure 2m) are associated with a strong polar jet with wind speeds in excess of 160–180 kn, indicating strong baroclinicity. The former storms underwent explosive cyclogenesis during the crossing of the jet polewards (Table S1 and Figures S4–S7 in the auxiliary material). Lothar and Klaus are known examples of storms that came under an area of jet-induced upper-level divergence after entering the left exit region while undergoing explosive deepening [Ulbrich et al., 2001; Liberato et al., 2011]. This process is well known to foster rapid development of extratropical cyclones [Uccellini, 1990]. Xynthia was different in that the storm never crossed the associated polar jet stream (Figure 2m); a split jet configuration might have contributed to the intensification later in its explosive development on 27 February 2010 (Figure S8 in the auxiliary material).

[10] Another factor related to intense cyclogenesis is the ingestion of low-level warm and humid air, transported towards the cyclone’s centre ahead of the cold front in the warm conveyor belt [Browning and Roberts, 1994]. \( \theta_e \) at 850 hPa is often used to indicate and track these warm and humid air masses [Ulbrich et al., 2001; Pinto et al., 2009]. Klaus, and especially Xynthia, were associated with extensive areas of \( \theta_e \) values higher than 320 K at the time when explosive cyclogenesis started (Figures 2k and 2n). Lothar, Martin, and Kyrill I were flanked by lower values and less extensive areas of high \( \theta_e \) (Figures 2b, 2e, and 2h; see also Figures S4–S8 in Text S1). These analyses allow some qualitative statements as to the potential role of diabatic forcing of the storm deepening. The relative roles of the jet stream (reflecting baroclinic processes) and diabatic heating, however, remain unclear. As will be shown in the next section, such an assessment can be achieved using the PTE.

4. Application of the PTE to Five Recent Atlantic Winter Storms

[11] The PTE analysis results are displayed for the five selected winter storms at 6-hourly intervals in Figure 3. The black lines in the left panels show the time evolution of \( Dp \) along the storm tracks over the time periods given in the captions of Figure 2. The corresponding segments of the cyclone tracks are colored in the track map shown in Figure S3 in Text S1. It is interesting to compare the evolution of \( Dp \) in Figures 3a–3e to Figures 2c, 2f, 2i, 2l, and 2o as well as to Table S1 in Text S1. Despite the difference in physical meaning (the latter shows the longitudinal evolution of the core pressures of the cyclone while the former shows the change in pressure in a box fixed in space during the 6 hours the cyclone is approaching) there are some clear structural similarities. This is most obvious for Martin, which deepened only slightly on 25 and 26 December 1999 (Figure 2f) associated with small values of \( Dp \) (Figure 3b). On 27 and 28 December the storm went through a period of rapid deepening and subsequent filling, which is well matched by the sharp decrease and subsequent return to small values of \( Dp \). A similarly good correspondence is found for Klaus (Figures 2l and 3d) and Xynthia (Figures 2o and 3e). For Lothar the match between core-pressure changes (Figure 2c) and \( Dp \) (Figure 3a) is more complicated due to the dramatic change in propagation speed. During early stages on 24 December 1999, when the storm is rapidly moving across the Atlantic, \( Dp \) is on the order of 10 hPa/6 h, although the core pressure is deepening rather slowly. During late stages on 27 December 1999, the cyclone is almost stationary with slowly increasing core pressure and \( Dp \) close to zero. For Kyrill the match between core pressure and \( Dp \) evolution is somewhat complicated by the two pressure centers, but even here some structural similarities are evident (Figures 2i and 3c).

[12] According to equation (1) \( Dp \) equals the sum of \( Dp_0 \), ITT, EP, and RESPTE. For all storms ITT clearly dominates surface pressure changes during most of the lifetime (Figures 3a–3e). EP is usually rather small, but reaches almost 2 hPa/6 hrs on 24 December 1999 12–18 UTC (Figure 3a), which is equivalent to 20 mm of box-averaged accumulated rainfall (see auxiliary material). At this time, the RESPTE term, which is negligible during most other times, is on the order of 1.3 hPa, pointing to problems with quantitative precipitation forecast in the ECMWF model. A
Figure 2. Characteristics of investigated storms. (a) 6-hourly track of storm Lothar between 0000 UTC 24 and 1200 UTC 28 December 1999 together with wind speed [Kn] at 300 hPa in a longitudinal window centered on the surface position of the storm. (b) As Figure 2a but for $q_e$ [K] at 850 hPa. (c) 6-hourly core pressure development of Lothar plotted against longitude. The red part of the pressure curve denotes the period of explosive deepening as in Table S1 in Text S1. Corresponding analyses for (d–f) Martin 0600 UTC 24 – 1800 UTC 29 December 1999, (g–i) Kyrill I and II 0600 UTC 15 – 1800 UTC 20 January 2007, (j–l) Klaus 1200 UTC 21 – 1800 UTC 26 January 2009, and (m–o) Xynthia 1800 UTC 25 February – 1200 UTC 03 March 2010. The calendar days along the tracks correspond to 0000-UTC positions. Note the slightly different geographical areas of the horizontal distributions.
similar behavior is found for the deepening phase of Xynthia (Figure 3e). $D \phi$ also contributes substantially during some time steps only. The most notable period is the decay of Lothar over Poland and Russia on 26 and 27 December 1999, during which time $D \phi$ is relatively large and negative over four time steps (Figure 2a). The sign of $D \phi$ implies a significant lowering of the 100-hPa surface, which is to some extent compensated by a cooling of the atmospheric column (positive ITT) towards the end of the period. This is in contrast to the four other storms where $D \phi$ is usually smaller in magnitude and positive. It is likely that this peculiar behavior of Lothar is connected with the movement into the left exit region of the extreme jet over western Europe (Figure 2a), but a detailed study is beyond the scope of this more methodological paper.

Figures 3f–3j show the split of the dominant ITT term into TADV, VMT, and DIABRES (see equation (2); note the different y axis compared to the left panels). Martin stands out as the system with largest and most constant contributions from VMT ranging between 20 and 40 hPa/6 h (Figure 3g), indicating ascent and adiabatic cooling. Nearly all of this is compensated by similar values of opposite sign associated with TADV. This cancellation, which is found for all other storms as well, is the consequence of air ascending on isentropic surfaces in the area downstream of the cyclone center, where warm advection dominates. Diabatic contributions (DIABRES) are relatively small during the early stages of Martin, but increase to more than 20 hPa/6 h during the main deepening phase on 26 and 27 December 1999, during which time they show a similar magnitude to ITT. DIABRES is again closely related to VMT, as latent heating will depend on ascending motions. However, other factors such as absolute and relative humidity and vertical stability will modify the relation between the two. In order to get an estimate of the relative roles of baroclinic and diabatic contributions, the gray bars at the bottom of each panel show DIAB$_{ptend}$ as defined in equation (3). We expect DIAB$_{ptend}$ to be more robust than the absolute values of single terms, since they are dependent on factors like storm size, propagation speed, and size of the target box. Over almost all analysis times in Figure 3, DIABRES is negative, thus DIAB$_{ptend}$ indicates the contribution of diabatic processes to pressure drop. For Martin, DIAB$_{ptend}$ ranges around 30% with highest values towards the end of the deepening phase. From Figure 3, it is evident that VMT is usually of opposite sign to DIABRES and therefore DIAB$_{ptend}$ is generally calculated using the middle expression of equation (3). Thus about 70% of the pressure drop during Martin’s explosive development is due to horizontal temperature advection, suggesting an overall baroclinically dominated development. Kyrill shows a very similar behavior, although the magnitudes of single terms are somewhat smaller, particularly for Kyrill II (Figure 3g).

The other three storms, Klaus, Xynthia, and Lothar, show substantial contributions from DIABRES of well above 20 hPa/6 h, leading to DIAB$_{ptend}$ terms of more than 60% due to relatively small contributions from TADV (Figures 3f, 3i, and 3j). The most impressive example is Xynthia. The large VMT values, which reach similar magnitudes as for Martin during the main deepening phase, are mainly balanced by equally large DIABRES contributions, while TADV remains largely below 20 hPa/6 h (Figure 3j). This behavior is consistent with the relatively weak jet (Figure 2m) and the high $\theta_e$ values in the vicinity of the storm during 26 and 27 February 2010 (Figure 2n). Such simple reasoning, however, does not hold in detail for the other storms. Klaus for example is in the vicinity of a very intense jet on 22 January 2009 (Figure 2j), but TADV contributions are small (Figure 3i). On the other hand DIABRES contributions are largest on 23 January 2009, when Klaus has already left the area of highest $\theta_e$ (Figure 2k). In addition, Lothar has the strongest jet (Figure 2a) of all cases studied here, yet TADV is relatively small throughout most of the development (Figure 3f). $\theta_e$ on the other hand is high during the early stages associated with particularly large values of DIAB$_{ptend}$, which is consistent with ideas of diabatic Rossby waves as discussed by Wernli et al. [2002]. These results suggest that the details of the state of development of the cyclone, the interactions with the baroclinic zone, and the actual realization of latent heating from high-$\theta_e$ air are crucially important for determining VMT, TADV, and DIABRES. The sole existence of a strong jet or high-$\theta_e$
air is not sufficient to deduce the relative roles of baroclinic vs. diabatic processes.

5. Summary and Conclusions

[15] The relative roles of baroclinic and diabatic processes for explosive deepening of extratropical cyclones have been debated for a long time, mostly on the basis of case studies. Here we presented a powerful diagnostic approach to the problem, which is based on a combination of an automatic cyclone tracking with a special version of the classical PTE that relates changes in surface pressure to contributions from horizontal temperature advection and vertical motion as well as to diabatic processes, i.e., mainly latent
heat release in clouds. Along the entire track, the PTE is evaluated in a $3^\circ \times 3^\circ$ box from the surface to 100 hPa centered on the location the storm is moving to within the next time step. The great advantage of this new approach is the easy applicability to large gridded datasets, even if diabatic tendencies are not explicitly available as in many reanalysis products. [16] The strengths and limitations of the method are illustrated here through application to five explosively deepening winter storms over the North Atlantic Ocean (Lothar, Martin, Kyrill, Klaus, and Xynthia), which all caused considerable damage in Europe. Data used are 6-hourly ERA-Interim re-analyses. For enhanced interpretation of the results, the PTE analysis was complemented with other classical cyclogenetic factors, i.e., the strength of the polar jet and $\theta_e$ at 850 hPa in the warm sector [Pinto et al., 2009]. The main conclusions from this analysis are:

1. The time evolutions of the actual core pressure of the storm and the 6-hourly pressure changes in the moving box used to evaluate the PTE show structural similarities that are dominated by the explosive deepening.

2. The pressure changes largely follow the net virtual temperature change in the box with only short periods, when vertical movements of the upper lid of the box contribute substantially, as for example during the decay of Lothar.

3. The vertical motion term (VMT) is positive throughout the entire lifecycle of all storms indicating the dominance of ascent downstream of the cyclone center.

4. VMT is (over-)compensated by negative contributions through warm temperature advection (TADV) and diabatic heating (DIABRES), whose relative importance vary strongly during the lifetime of the storms and from system to system.

5. Martin and Kyrill appear to be dominated by baroclinic processes with contributions of TADV to the total negative pressure tendencies of around 70%.

6. Despite comparable jet strengths, a similar track relative to the jet, and equally high $\theta_e$ values at 850 hPa in the warm sector, Lothar and Klaus show much larger diabatic contributions to the negative pressure tendency of around 60% over a 2.5 day period.

7. Xynthia stands out as a system with an unusual SW–NE track into Europe, which appears to have benefited from a complicated split jet structure in the later development stages. It is also associated with high $\theta_e$ values and shows very large diabatic contributions.

8. The PTE results indicate that $\theta_e$ in the warm sector and the jet strength alone are not sufficient to make an assessment of the relative importance of baroclinic and diabatic processes, but that a more elaborate analysis is needed to make this judgment.

23. Future work should deepen this analysis further by looking more closely into individual times and PTE terms. Particularly for Xynthia, Klaus, and Lothar a comparison with sensitivity experiments, in which diabatic processes are suppressed in a numerical model, would be interesting to confirm the PTE results. In addition it should also be tested to what extent the diabatic term is sensitive to the model and data assimilation system by comparing with other analysis products. More studies on the sensitivity of results to storm diameter, translation speed, box size, and analysis time steps are also needed. In the long run, the PTE analysis will be applied to longer timeseries from both reanalysis and climate model data to generate robust statistics across a broader range of cyclone intensities and development types. This will for the first time allow a systematic investigation of the relative contribution of diabatic processes to storm intensification in recent and future climate conditions, going much beyond the case studies found in the literature so far.
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